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▪ English Language Teacher since 2006
▪ Qualifications – NILE 2009, Warwick 2012
▪ Personal Experience of Poor Mental Health
▪ Mind Volunteer and Associate
▪ Time to Change ‘Champion’
▪ Interview for Time to Talk Day - Feb 2017
▪ Research – December 2017
▪ LONDOSA + ELT Malta Workshops - 2018
▪ IATEFL Brighton 2018 + Webinar + Q&A
▪ Article in El Gazette - 2018



Source: Education Support Partnership / YouGov. (2017) Health Survey 

2017. Available at: 

https://www.educationsupportpartnership.org.uk/resources/research-

reports/2017-health-survey

https://www.educationsupportpartnership.org.uk/resources/research-reports/2017-health-survey


Source: https://metro.co.uk/2019/01/17/mental-health-sufferers-like-

will-thrive-employers-step-support-us-8347537/

https://metro.co.uk/2019/01/17/mental-health-sufferers-like-will-thrive-employers-step-support-us-8347537/


Source: Nicholls, C. (2018) Employers must do more to protect the 

mental health of  staff  in The Guardian. 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/nov/12/emplo

yers-do-more-protect-mental-health-staff

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/nov/12/employers-do-more-protect-mental-health-staff
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Source: Agi Enyedi (2015) LAMSIG newsletter Issue no.46.



Source: Monica Ruda (2018) IATEFL Voices 264.



Should a new employee disclose a 
diagnosed or undiagnosed mental health 
condition in a job interview or soon 
after starting a new teaching job? 



How confident do you feel at recognising 
symptoms of specific mental health conditions?

Activity:

Find some descriptions of conditions on the 
handouts. There are 4 on each handout and 8 in 
total. Discuss one set of conditions only (1-4 or 
5-8) in pairs or groups and decide what kind of 
diagnosed condition this is describing.



Condition 1:

▪ A person who is X will have at 
least two of the following 
symptoms for at least two 
weeks:

▪ An unusually sad mood that 
does not go away

▪ Loss of enjoyment and interest 
in activities that used to be 
enjoyable

▪ Lack of energy and tiredness.

Further possible symptoms of  X:
• Loss of confidence in themselves or poor self-

esteem
• Feeling guilty when they are not really at fault
• Wishing they were dead
• Difficulty in concentrating or making decisions
• Moving more slowly or somethings becoming 

agitated and unable to settle
• Having difficulty in sleeping or sleeping too much
• Changes in eating habits may lead to either 

weight loss or putting on weight.

Depression



Condition 2:

▪ Increased energy. The person may suddenly be able to do far more than 
usual. They will appear restless and can go for long periods with little or 
no sleep.

▪ Elated mood. The person will fill high, on the top of the world, 
somewhat invincible.

▪ Rapid thinking and speech: The person may talk too much, too fast and 
keeping changing the subject.

▪ Lack of inhibitions: The person may disregard risks, spend money 
extravagantly, be unusually direct in expressing opinions.

▪ Grandiose Delusions: These involve very inflated self-esteem / ego. The 
person going through this can even lead to believing that they have 
special powers or are an important religious figure.

(Hyper) Mania



Condition 3:

▪ People with X have extreme mood swings.

▪ They experience often extreme low and high phases, often with 
periods of ‘normal’ mood in between.

▪ In the high phase, someone with X may have huge amounts of 
energy and feel little need for sleep. They may think and talk 
faster than usual, and their thoughts may jump rapidly from one 
subject to another, making them easily distracted and 
conversation difficult.

▪ In the low phase, people can feel hopeless, despairing and 
lethargic, full of self-blame and self-doubt and have difficulty 
concentrating. This can make it difficult to cope with everyday 
life. People may withdraw from friends and social contacts, and 
they may feel suicidal.

Bipolar Disorder 
(manic depression)



Condition 4:

▪ X is about overwhelming worry, even 
when there appears to be no signs of 
trouble.

▪ A person with X might experience a 
fast or pounding heart, headaches, 
stomach pains, tremors, muscle 
tension, inability to relax, dizziness, 
sweating and a dry mouth.

▪ Other common symptoms include 
excessive worry, irritability, 
restlessness, feeling on edge, 
difficulty concentrating, mind going 
blank and sleep disturbances.

Generalised Anxiety Disorder

▪ X can make it difficult for people to 
concentrate at work, function at 
home and generally get on with their 
lives.

▪ When symptoms have been present 
for a while the following might be 
noticed:

▪ Inability of difficulty in making 
decisions that would normally be 
easy.

▪ Continually seeking reassurance 
around everyday matters.



Condition 5:

▪ This form of anxiety is a very disabling condition.  People experience 
thoughts of an obsessional or recurring nature accompanying 
feelings of anxiety.

▪ These recurring thoughts are impulses or images that the person 
cannot get rid of it. These thoughts are unwanted and often 
inappropriate and cause marked anxiety in the person. 

▪ Common fears relate to contamination, causing harm to someone 
else, behaving unacceptably and also having the need for symmetry 
or exactness.

▪ Repetitive behaviour can include counting silently or repeating 
certain words or phrases internally. It may not be obvious to others 
that someone is engaging in this behaviour just by appearance.   

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder



Condition 6:

▪ People with X experience these changes in emotion and motivation:

▪ Irritability
▪ Suspiciousness
▪ Blunted flat or inappropriate emotion
▪ Change in appetite
▪ Reduced energy and motivation
▪ Changes in thinking and perception
▪ Difficulties with concentration or attention
▪ Sense of alteration of self, others or the outside world – e.g. feeling 

that self  or others have changed or are acting differently in some way.
▪ Unusual perceptual experiences – e.g. a reduction or greater intensity 

of smell, sound or colour.
▪ Odd ideas

Psychosis / 
Psychotic Disorder



Condition 7:

▪ People who suffer from X get a sudden onset of intense 
apprehension, fear or terror.  This is inappropriate or irrational 
given the circumstances in which it is occurring.

▪ The person experiencing X often feel a sense of impending 
doom or even death.  Many of the physical symptoms are 
dizziness, shaking, feeling sweaty, nausea, a rush of adrenalin, 
hyperventilating, numbness or tingling pains, pins and needles 
and increased heartbeat.

▪ The amygdala is the primeval part of the body responsible for 
the ‘fight or flight’ response. The amygdala is the reason we 
are afraid of things outside our control. It also controls the way 
we react to certain stimuli, or an event that causes an 
emotion, that we see as potentially threatening or dangerous.

Panic disorder  
(Panic/Anxiety Attacks)



Condition 8:

▪ People with X have a form of psychosis.  The most common aspect of this condition 
are delusions, hallucinations and thinking difficulties.

▪ Delusions are false beliefs. These can include beliefs of persecution, of guilt, of having 
a special mission or exalted birth or of being under outside control.

▪ Hallucinations are false perceptions. They most commonly involve hearing voices. 
They can also experiencing and sensing things differently. This is especially the case 
when the voices make negative comments about the person or contain unpleasant 
ideas.

▪ There may be difficulties in concentration, memory and ability to plan. These make it 
more difficult for the person to reason, communicate and complete daily tasks. These 
are also sometimes called cognitive impairments.

▪ It does not mean having dual personality.

Schizophrenia



How can a manager support a language 
teacher without specific training?  

• Assess risk of suicide or self-harm

• Listen non-judgementally

• Give reassurance and information

• Encourage the person to get 

appropriate professional help

• Encourage self-help strategies.

Source: Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) England course (2015) 



Dealing with someone suffering an 
Anxiety or Panic Attack

Focus on their breathing.
Focus on their senses.
Try grounding techniques.
Distractions and focus. 
Offer to stay with the person.
Self Care.
Talk to someone you can trust.

What advice would you give?

Source: MIND https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/
Image source: https://www.theartstory.org/artist-munch-edvard-artworks.htm

https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/
https://www.theartstory.org/artist-munch-edvard-artworks.htm


In what ways can an institution support the 
mental health and wellbeing of its employees?

• Training
• Counselling
• Awareness Raising
• Free stress management or mindfulness courses
• Taking steps to avoid teacher burnout
• Have a designated, informed person who is 

responsible for teacher wellbeing and mental health.
• Improve teacher pay and conditions.
• Union representation / Local Association membership.
• Work to free teachers from discrimination and abuse.
• Acknowledge the human part of ‘human resources’



Mental Health Resources

Source: Mental Health First Aid England



Longwell, P. (2018) The Mental Health of English Language Teachers: Research Findings.

Mental Health Resources



A-Z of Self Care for Teachers | The Best Ticher (Elly Setterfield)

Agi Enyedi - How to avoid teacher burnout (BC webinar)

BAAL Recommendations for Good Practice - full.pdf

Be kind to yourself! | Neil Millington - TeachingEnglish | British Council | BBC

Beating Burnout & Avoiding Stress: Top Tips from/for Teachers – Clare's ELT Compendium

Beneath the surface - EL Gazette

BESIG Blog > Five great ways to boost Language Trainer wellbeing

Bonus task: Self-talk and teacher confidence (ELT Playbook 1) | Sandy Millin

Bullying, harassment and workplace abuses: Kieran’s story | ELT Advocacy Ireland

Burnout in ELT | iTDi Blog

Employable Me | All at C

Five Great ways to boost Language Trainer wellbeing - by Phil Nash - BESIG Blog

FreeBook: Flipping the System - Routledge

How Many Times Do You Have To Start Again, Again, Again…? | howtofailatlifesuccessfully

How should I deal with workplace anxiety? - denise cowle editorial services

I’m a 1st Year Teacher and I’m Burned Out – Edmodo – Medium

IATEFL webinar recording - Mental Health Awareness for Employers within ELT

Identifying and tackling teacher burnout | MET

Interview for Teachers as Workers SIG by Phil Longwell

June issue 2018 – Cover | Elgazette

Language Teacher Psychology – Achilleas Kostoulas

LGBTQ mental health | Mind, the mental health charity - help for mental health problems
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https://thebestticher.wordpress.com/2017/02/03/a-z-of-self-care-for-teachers/
https://britishcouncil.adobeconnect.com/_a917587435/p80lq51foac/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pbMode=normal&proto=true
https://baalweb.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/goodpractice_full.pdf
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/blogs/neil-t-millington/be-kind-yourself
https://clareseltcompendium.wordpress.com/2015/12/28/beating-burnout-avoiding-stress-top-tips-fromfor-teachers/
http://www.elgazette.com/item/517-beneath-the-surface.html
http://www.besig.org/blog/default/2016/Five_great_ways_to_boost_Language_Trainer_wellbeing.aspx
https://sandymillin.wordpress.com/2018/11/18/bonus-task-self-talk-and-teacher-confidence-elt-playbook-1/
https://eltadvocacy.wordpress.com/2017/12/04/bullying-harassment-and-workplace-abuses-kierans-story/
http://itdi.pro/blog/2017/10/13/burnout-in-elt/
https://allatc.wordpress.com/2016/07/20/employable-me/
http://www.besig.org/blog/default.aspx?Year=2016&Month=3
https://www.routledge.com/posts/13414?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=post&utm_campaign=180414405
https://howtofailatlifesuccessfully.wordpress.com/2016/12/20/how-many-times-do-you-have-to-start-again-again-again/
http://www.denisecowleeditorial.com/blog/how-should-i-deal-with-workplace-anxiety
https://medium.com/edmodoblog/im-a-1st-year-teacher-and-i-m-burned-out-5730621c9b76
https://iatefl.adobeconnect.com/_a875541554/pjc9mgq7w90i/?proto=true
https://www.modernenglishteacher.com/identifying-and-tackling-teacher-burnout?utm_source=http://news.pavpub.com/olmgroup_prolz/&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=MET+Weekly+Newsletter+24/11/17&utm_term=How+to+implement+mindfulness+into+your+teaching...&utm_content=323817&gator_td=emo4Iy4WQSbGYx2XZuR4OfgkUyToX1BFXDMEam87wqVlXdnSwRAgOlRbE6PKBatA04Qsf5sJ/S43ykcPFaASiedIhVDUg1xgW9aRV77Wpmz9depxDkX1fh1XFJK1krYTQaemQxB6B/21d/wJxI%2bWIOp2dTKH5DYeYtkKzCl8FvL76pcaAzyTOCePfG8BbwcyA/5hjNApHCv4zwfu%2bgPieJd9O5ZQM3btGILIei4q4MU%3d
https://soundcloud.com/phil-longwell/interview-for-teachers-as-workers-sig
http://digital.elgazette.com/june-2018/june-issue-2018-cover.html
https://achilleaskostoulas.com/2018/05/05/language-teacher-psychology/
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/guides-to-support-and-services/lgbtq-mental-health/#.W4Gd1-hKhhE


Mental Health in ELT – Lizzie Pinard

Mind Wide Open | Feet firmly on the ground

Minds Matter: Psychology of language learning | Q&A - Oxford University Press

New figures released on Time to Talk Day reveal the “devastating” human cost of mental health stigma | Time To 

Change

Not surviving but thriving: Teacher psychology and professional wellbeing: A conversation with Sarah Mercer | ETAS

Plenary session by Sarah Mercer | IATEFL Online

Sarah Mercer Macmillan Webinar -Strategies to promote and protect language teacher well-being Advancing Learning 

(Dec 2018)

Secret Teacher: Class, I wish I'd told you the truth about my mental health | Teacher Network | The Guardian

Stress Awareness Discussion Points #teacher5aday – Clare's ELT Compendium

Supporting workplaces to be mentally healthy | Mind, the mental health charity - help for mental health problems

Teachers are at breaking point. It's time to push wellbeing up the agenda | Teacher Network | The Guardian

Teachers’ well-being and mental health: an #ELTchat summary – Muddles into Maxims

Teaching can also support your mental health. Here's how (Tom Rogers)

The Elephant In The (Staff) Room - Why We Need To Talk About Teacher Wellbeing | The Huffington Post

The Pool | Health - How to support a friend who is struggling with their mental health

The Well-Being Talking Shop – Teachers as Workers Special Interest Group

Time to talk about … mental health: Interview with Phil Longwell – Teachers as Workers Special Interest Group

Useful links on Mental Health in ELT | Sandy Millin

What to do when you can’t stop criticising yourself | The Best Ticher

Why mental health matters | ELTjam

You don’t have to be mad to work here « The Secret DOS M
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https://reflectiveteachingreflectivelearning.com/2017/08/30/mental-health-in-elt/
https://wideopenminded.wordpress.com/
https://oupeltglobalblog.com/2018/04/30/minds-matter-psychology-of-language-learning-qa/
http://www.time-to-change.org.uk/news/new-figures-released-time-talk-day-reveal-%E2%80%9Cdevastating%E2%80%9D-human-cost-mental-health-stigma
https://www.e-tas.ch/journal/etas-journal-conversations/insights/not-surviving-thriving-teacher-psychology-and
https://iatefl.britishcouncil.org/2017/session/plenary-session-sarah-mercer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKUolHeJoO8
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2017/apr/15/secret-teacher-class-truth-mental-health
https://clareseltcompendium.wordpress.com/2017/04/01/stress-awareness-discussion-points-teacher5aday/
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/your-stories/supporting-workplaces-to-be-mentally-healthy/#.WfHmN3rTWhA
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2018/apr/10/teachers-are-at-breaking-point-its-time-to-push-wellbeing-up-the-agenda?utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Teacher+Network&utm_term=271423&subid=1165070&CMP=teacher_network
https://muddlesintomaxims.com/2018/03/25/teachers-well-being-and-mental-health-an-eltchat-summary/comment-page-1/#comment-1616
https://www.tes.com/news/four-ways-which-teaching-helps-your-mental-health
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/nick-haismansmith/teacher-wellbeing_b_15335608.html
https://www.the-pool.com/health/mind/2016/20/how-to-support-a-friend-who-is-struggling-with-their-mental-health
http://www.teachersasworkers.org/the-well-being-talking-shop/
http://www.teachersasworkers.org/time-to-talk-about-mental-health-interview-with-phil-longwell/
https://sandymillin.wordpress.com/2017/02/02/useful-links-on-mental-health-in-elt/#comment-15986
https://thebestticher.wordpress.com/2017/01/13/what-to-do-when-you-cant-stop-criticising-yourself/
http://eltjam.com/why-mental-health-matters/
https://thesecretdos.wordpress.com/2016/12/09/you-dont-have-to-be-mad-to-work-here/
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